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Chapter 8

Personal Photo Management and Preservation

Andrea Ceroni

Abstract Thanks to the spread of digital photography and available devices, tak-

ing photographs has become effortless and tolerated nearly everywhere. This makes

people easily ending up with hundreds or thousands of photos, for example, when

returning from a holiday trip or taking part in ceremonies, concerts, and other events.

Furthermore, photos are also taken of more mundane motives, such as food and as-

pects of everyday life, further increasing the number of photos to be dealt with. The

decreased prices of storage devices make dumping the whole set of photos common

and affordable. However, this practice frequently makes the stored collections a kind

of dark archives, which are rarely accessed and enjoyed again in the future. The big

size of the collections makes revisiting them time demanding.

This suggests to identify, with the support of automated methods, the sets of most

important photos within the whole collections and to invest some preservation effort

for keeping them accessible over time. Evaluating the importance of photos to their

owners is a complex process, which is often driven by personal attachment, memo-

ries behind the content and personal tastes that are difficult to capture automatically.

Therefore, to better understand the selection process for photo preservation and fu-

ture revisiting, the first part of this chapter presents a user study on a photo selection

task where participants selected subsets of most important pictures from their own

collections.

In the second part of this chapter, we present methods to automatically select

important photos from personal collections, in light of the insights emerged from

the user study. We model a notion of photo importance driven by user expectations,

which represents what photos users perceive as important and would have selected.

We present an expectation-oriented method for photo selection, where information

at both photo- and collection-level is considered to predict the importance of photos.

Andrea Ceroni

L3S Research Center, Leibniz Universität Hannover, e-mail: ceroni@L3S.de
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8.1 Introduction

Photos are excellent means for keeping and refreshing memories, they can illustrate

situations we have gone through and serve as memory cues [290, 292] to bring back

reminiscences of experiences, events, and people from our past. In the recent years

we have been witnessing a huge increase in the production of photographs, mostly

due to the wide spread of digital devices such as cameras, smartphones, tablets.

People easily take hundreds or even thousands of photos during relatively short and

memorable events, e.g., vacations, ceremonies, concerts, or depicting more mun-

dane aspects of everyday life [308], like shopping, eating, working, free time. These

numbers can amount to Terabytes of data over years. Even, considering only those

uploaded in social media like Flickr, Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat, a study

conducted few years ago [297] estimates that 500 million photos (most of them

from personal collections) are uploaded to the Internet every day. In addition, this

number is expected to double every year.

This scenario points out the significance of properly dealing with such increasing

volumes of pictures. Due to decreasing storage prices and offers of cloud storage

services, e.g., by Microsoft or Google, it is not a problem to store personal photos

somewhere. As a matter of fact, directly dumping photo collections spending little

or even no time in activities like pruning, editing, sorting, or naming has turned

out to be a popular procedure [211]. This comes at a price: storage devices tend to

become a kind of “dark archives” [228] of photo collections, which means that the

stored pictures, although still available, are rarely accessed and revisited again in

the future. The big size of the stored collections makes going through them such a

tedious activity to prevent the viewers from accessing them at all. As an additional

challenge, already discussed in Chapter 1, there is the risk of losing photos by a

random form of “digital forgetting” [196]: over decades storage devices break down,

and formats and storage media become obsolete, making random parts of photo

collections inaccessible (Digital Obsolescence [374]). One example is how difficult

it would be today to access photos stored years ago in .mos format in a floppy disk.

Both the threats of personal dark archives and digital forgetting raise the follow-

ing question: how can photos be kept enjoyable and serve their original purpose

as memory cues, where large photo collections tend to get dumped on hard disks

and other types of storage? We propose a transition from dumped contents to more

selective personal digital memories, supported by automatic methods for informa-

tion value assessment, to support long-term personal data management. Regarding

photo collections, this means identifying the most important photos from an entire

collection and investing some effort to keep them accessible and enjoyable on the

long run. Having a reduced sub set of important photos would make the revisiting

easier and more pleasant for the user. However, understanding the importance of

pictures to their owner for preservation and revisiting purposes is a complex process

due to the presence of hidden factors, which are hard to model and capture auto-

matically. These can be, for instance, memories, context, relationships to whom is

in the picture, or simply personal tastes.
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Therefore, the first part of this chapter summarizes a user study for a photo selec-

tion task where participants were asked to provide their personal photo collections

and to select the subsets of photos that they would want to preserve and revisit again

in the future. The study involved 35 participants, each one contributing at least one

personal collection containing some hundreds of photos. The goal of this part is to

better understand the human selection process for photo preservation and revisit-

ing, identifying insights, patterns, and challenges that can shape the development of

automatic selection approaches. Moreover, the gathered data will be employed for

the development and evaluation of automatic selection methods. The user study was

complemented by a survey, which we asked the participants to fill after completing

the photo selection task.

In the second part of this chapter, we present and compare methods to auto-

matically select important photos from personal collections for the sake of preser-

vation and revisiting, inspired by the insights emerged from the user study. Many

approaches to photo selection for summarization are centered around the concept

of coverage, aiming at creating summaries that resemble the original collection as

much as possible (see Section 8.2.2 for an overview). However, we believe that the

complex decision making behind the selection of photos from personal collections,

characterized by personal attachment due to memories, might reduce the impor-

tance of coverage. Therefore, we model a notion of photo importance driven by

user expectations, which represents what photos users perceive as important and

would have selected. We present an expectation-oriented selection method, where

information at both photo- and collection-level (incorporating a relaxed notion of

coverage) is considered to predict the importance of photos. We also investigate the

role of coverage further by combining the expectation-oriented selection with an

explicit modeling of coverage in different ways, showing that coverage plays only a

secondary role in this task.

Our approach is an attempt to estimate Preservation Value (PV), previously in-

troduced in Chapter 4, considering personal photos as specific information items.

In fact, the notion of importance assigned to each photo by our model reflects what

should be kept for future preservation, because the selection decisions collected dur-

ing our user study and exploited for the development of our model have been taken

exactly for that purpose. Furthermore, the input information extracted from photo

collections covers different PV dimensions, compatibly with the characteristics of

our scenario (e.g., the popularity dimension is not addressed as it refers to sharing

and liking behaviors that are not very prominent in a personal scenario, where the

data is rather kept private). The PV dimensions that we take into account are dis-

cussed in Section 8.4.2.1 and their roles within the selection process are summarized

in Section 8.4.5.6.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. In Section 8.2, we outline re-

lated works and current approaches to photo selection. Section 8.3 describes the

user study while the selection methods are presented and compared in Section 8.4.

Finally, in Section 8.5 we summarize and conclude the chapter.
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8.2 Related Work

The discussion of previous works relevant to the topic of personal photo selection

and preservation is organized in two parts. The first one mentions previous em-

pirical and rather qualitative user studies, while the second one reviews automatic

approaches to the photo selection and summarization tasks.

8.2.1 User Studies and Surveys

A considerable research effort has been dedicated to investigate issues related to

photo management and preservation from a Human-Computer Interaction perspec-

tive [99, 211, 416, 426, 428]. Kirk et al. [211] introduced the notion of “photowork”

as the set of activities performed with digital photos after capturing them and before

any end usage like sharing or revisiting. One of their findings was that people spend

little time in activities like reviewing, pruning, editing, sorting, because these are

cumbersome and time consuming procedures. This fact clearly supports the topic

and objective of this chapter. In the context of preservation of public photos, a qual-

itative study assessing their value for representing social history is reported in [99].

This study is mostly limited in (a) not considering personal photos and (b) the small

number of photos considered. The evaluators were asked to rate five images, selected

from Flickr, considering their worthiness for long-term preservation. Interestingly,

the participants expressed a clear inclination to preserve all the pictures irrespective

of their actual value. The authors hypothesized two possible reasons for this, namely

the difficulty of anticipating a future information need and the effort required for or-

ganizing and pruning increasing amounts of data. In any case, they recognized this

as a problem and pointed to the need of methodologies for information appraisal

and selection.

Wolters et al. [426] investigated which photos from an event people tend to delete

over time. In this study, described in Chapter 2, the participants took photos dur-

ing a common event and then they were asked for deletion decisions at different

points in time. While this work is certainly related to our study, which drew inspi-

ration from it especially regarding the formulation of the survey, there are never-

theless some differences. Despite preservation (“keep”) and “delete” decisions are

related, we explicitly asked our evaluators to make selection decisions for the pur-

poses of preservation and revisiting of images, rather than for deletion. Moreover,

in our study the users were asked to make joint selection decisions (i.e., select a

sub-collection) instead of making decisions for each individual picture in isolation.

This is potentially a key difference, since selecting one photo might affect the deci-

sions for other similar photos. Finally, instead of taking pictures of a common event

explicitly for the study, we work with personal real-world collections belonging to

diversified events. A subsequent work by Wolters et al. [428] presented a large-scale

survey of 72 young people and students, with the goal of supporting the design of

personal and mobile preservation systems. The main message of the study is coher-
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ent with what emerged from our survey: a large part of the participants acknowledge

the importance of preserving photos for future generations. Interestingly however,

only a small fraction of them carries out practices to support photo management

and preservation. Another user study has been presented in [416], where partici-

pants wearing eye tracking devices were asked to select subsets of photos from two

collections depicting two social events. This work focuses more on the selection

process than on preservation matters. The survey on the aspects driving the selec-

tion process shares with our experiment both similarities (e.g., most of the highly

rated aspects were subjective) and differences (e.g., quality was highly rated there).

8.2.2 Photo Selection and Summarization

Automated photo selection has already been studied in various other contexts, such

as, photo summarization [236, 365, 372, 397, 420], identification of appealing pho-

tos based on quality and aesthetics [235, 435], selection of representative pho-

tos [79, 416], and the creation of photo books from social media content [340].

We consider the task of selecting important photos from personal collections (e.g.,

for revisiting or preservation), which meet user expectations.

The work of Wang et al. [420] is probably the most related to ours, as their

model of image importance does not explicitly include coverage and diversity as-

pects. They introduce the notion of “event–specific image importance”, meaning

that the importance of photos for selection purposes depends on the category of the

event they belong to. The main assumption is that, within a photo collection depict-

ing a certain type of event, the set of images commonly perceived as important by

most people can be identified based on the event type. There are, however, substan-

tial differences regarding the task definition and the way the ground truth was built.

First, the ground truth was not gathered considering photo selection, since ratings

were assigned by the evaluators to each image in isolation without explicitly decid-

ing what subset of the collection should be kept. Second, individuals different than

the collection owner rated the importance of images, potentially ignoring any per-

sonal attachment due to memories or hidden context. Image importance has been

also considered in [235, 435], nevertheless, it was based on quality and aesthetic

criteria. Instead, we explicitly consider selections preferences and expectations of

users both for training our model and as evaluation criterion. Walber et al. [416]

also consider human judgments to evaluate selections, but the users have to wear

eye trackers when using the system to make automatic selections because gaze in-

formation is used as features in the model.

Different photo selection and summarization works consider coverage by identi-

fying clusters of images based on time and visual content [79, 236, 340]. Differently,

our approach does not impose such a strict notion of coverage but rather considers

clusters and other global information together with image-level information, learn-

ing their different impact in a single model. The works in [306, 365, 372, 397]

are closer to ours, as they consider coverage in a relaxed way as part of a multi-
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goal optimization, but they still consider coverage as a key component. Moreover,

[365, 372] do not consider user assessments in their evaluation and make partial

use of manually created text to associate semantic descriptors to images, while our

method does not require any manual input, once the models for both feature extrac-

tion and importance estimation have been learned. Image collection summarization

is performed in [306, 397] by applying structured prediction methods for learn-

ing weighted mixtures of submodular functions. The attention is drawn to two as-

pects that good summaries should exhibit, namely fidelity (coverage) and diversity,

which are represented as a set of non-negative submodular functions and combined

together in a single weighted submodular scoring function. There are two main

differences with respect to the work presented in this chapter. First, their goal is

purely summarization, aiming at optimizing coverage and diversity of output sum-

maries, without considering whether they contain the most valuable pictures. This

is strengthened by the utilization of the recall-based V-ROUGE metric (a criterion

for summary evaluation inspired by the ROUGE metric [244], used for document

summarization) within the loss function. Second, the way the ground truth has been

collected is heavily oriented towards coverage: the evaluators, not the owners of the

collections, were explicitly told to produce reference summaries that summarize the

original collections in the best possible way, and those exhibiting low coverage were

discarded. Conversely, we asked the collection’s owners to select the most impor-

tant photos according to their memories and perceptions, without any mention to

coverage or diversity.

Besides [365, 372], other works in the literature rely on external knowledge to

accomplish the task of image summarization [60, 353, 439]. Camargo et al. [60]

combine textual and visual contents of a collection in the same latent semantic

space, using Convex Non-Negative Matrix Factorization, to generate multimodal

image collection summaries. Domain-specific ontologies are required as further in-

put in [353]. They provide the knowledge about the concepts in a domain and are

used to derive a set of ontology-based features for measuring the semantic similarity

between images. Finally, [439] jointly leverages image content and associated tags

and encodes the selection of images in two vectors, for the visual and textual domain

respectively, whose non-zero elements represent the images to be included in the

summary. The optimization process makes use of a similarity-inducing regularizer

imposed on the two vectors to encourage the summary images to be representative

in both visual and textual domains.

Summarizing, our approach is different from all the previous works under at

least one of the following aspects: (a) our notion of photo importance is based on

selection decisions made by people on their own photo collections; (b) we do not

estimate photo importance using single indicators (e.g., quality, presence of faces,

representativeness of the cluster a photo belongs to), but we rather learn the impact

of such aspects through a single prediction model; (c) we use selection decision

made by the collection owners themselves as ground truth for evaluation; (d) we do

not rely on any kind of photo tagging or descriptive annotation provided manually.
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8.3 User Study

As a preliminary step towards the development of automatic methods, we describe

a user study conducted on a photo selection task, whose objective is the gathering

of insights, challenges, and behaviors exhibited by humans when selecting personal

photos for preservation and revisiting purposes [70]. Using their own photo collec-

tions depicting personal events, participants were asked to select a subset of photos

that they would like to stay accessible and enjoyable in the future. Such data, i.e.,

the whole collections along with the selections done by the users, will be used for

the training and evaluation of the selection methods described in Section 8.4. Upon

completion of the task, the participants were also asked to fill a survey about it,

which is described and analyzed in Section 8.3.2. This study is closely related to the

one described in Chapter 2 and has been partially inspired by it. However, as already

elaborated during the survey of the literature in Section 8.2.1, there are some impor-

tant differences. First, we asked the participants to jointly select a sub-collection

for the sake of preservation and revisiting instead of making “keep” or “delete” de-

cisions for each image in isolation. Second, our study involves personal collections

spontaneously taken and belonging to diversified events rather than photos of a com-

mon event taken explicitly for the study. This section is mainly organized into three

parts: Section 8.3.1 elaborates on the setup of the study, Section 8.3.2 reports the in-

sights learned from the study and the survey, in Section 8.3.3 we show a comparison

between event-based clustering and human selections.

8.3.1 Task Setup

The setup of the performed photo selection task involves the gathering of both par-

ticipants and their photo collections, instructions on how the task should be accom-

plished, and, of course, the development of a software application to perform the

selection in a comfortable way.

The experiment involved 35 users (28.6% females and 71.4% males) with 15

nationalities: 25.7% of the participants came from Greece, 17.1% from Germany,

11.4% from Italy, 11.4% from China, 5.7% from Vietnam, and the rest from

Ethiopia, Turkey, Kosovo, Iran, UK, Thailand, Sweden, Brazil, Albania, and Geor-

gia. Regarding their ages, 60.0% of the participants are between 20 and 30 years,

25.7% between 30 and 40, 11.4% between 40 and 50, 2.9% between 50 and 60.

Previous works mostly consider either public photo collections, for instance

available on social media like Facebook and Flickr [60, 340, 353, 420], or pictures

from a shared event in which all the evaluators took part [416]. One difficulty we see

with using public collections of photos from different people, even if they attended

the same event, is that according to the different experiences of the individuals in the

event they might also have a different level of appreciation for the same photo, thus

influencing their decisions. In contrast, we use personal photo collections. For in-

stance, these can be photos from business trips, vacations, ceremonies, or other per-
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sonal events the evaluator participated in. This means that each collection is not just

a bunch of pictures, which might exhibit different degrees of quality and aesthetics,

but there are experiences, sub-events, and memories that might influence the selec-

tion behavior. We decided to focus on such personal collections because we wanted

to observe the personal photo selection decisions in a setting that is as realistic as

possible. In total, 39 collections were used in the experiment (four users evaluated

two collections), resulting in 8,528 photos. The size of the collections ranges be-

tween 100 and 625 pictures, with an average size of 219 and a standard deviation

of 128.7. These collection sizes also emphasize the need for automated selection

support, since manually browsing for photo selection becomes time-consuming. We

asked users for further information about their collections, such as, the main topic of

the collection, whether they were previously pruned (e.g., by discarding low quality

photos), and when they were taken. Overall, 51% of the collections represent vaca-

tions, 30% business trips, and 19% other events like music festivals and graduation

ceremonies. In addition, 23% of the collections were already pruned before the eval-

uation. The time when the collections were taken spans from 2007 to 2014 (64% in

2013-2014, 17% in 2011-2012, the rest in 2007-2010).

Since our task of selecting photos for preservation is not an everyday task for the

users, it was important to find a good metaphor for supporting the task. After dis-

cussing a number of options with cognitive experts, we decided to use the metaphor

of a “magic digital vault”, which incorporates the ideas of protection, durability, and

a sort of advanced technologies to keep things accessible in the long-term. There-

fore, the task consisted in selecting a subset of valuable photos to be put in the

magic digital vault, which would protect them against loss and would ensure that

they remain readable and accessible over the next decades.

To perform the photo selection task, we developed a desktop application, which

enabled the participants to import their own collections and to select photos in a

comfortable way. It is depicted in Figure 8.1, where the photos contained in the

imported collection are displayed in the bottom panel, while the ones selected are

shown in the top panel. Note that, faces appearing in Figure 8.1 have been blurred

for the sake of privacy (only for inclusion in this book). The photos are selected

and deselected by double-clicking on them, and they can be enlarged to inspect

them better and appreciate their quality, although no explicit reference to the quality

aspect was made in our instructions to the users. The photos in the collection were

shown in the same order in which they were taken, since this makes the browsing,

remembering, and selection easier and more realistic for the users. Nevertheless,

we also made a preliminary evaluation where the photos were shuffled before being

presented. This resulted in higher evaluation time and a higher mental effort for the

selection process, because it made picking from a set of related photos very difficult.

We verified that keeping the original order did not introduce any significant bias in

the selection towards the early photos in the collection. This could have been a

risk, since users might lose attention or even complete the selection without going

through the entire collection.

Before starting the evaluation, the users were personally introduced to the photo

selection task as well as to the application that they were asked to use. Further re-
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Photos already selected for preservation by the user

 for this photo collection

Entire photo collection

Fig. 8.1: GUI used by participants to browse the collections and select the photos to

preserve.

marks and clarifications about both the task and the usage of the application were

given, where needed. However, no guidelines were given about the criteria to use

for selection, in order not to influence the selection process. After the users im-

ported their collections, the application asked them to select 20% of photos from

them for preservation and revisiting purposes. This selection percentage (20%) has

been empirically identified as a reasonable amount of representative photos, after a

discussion with a subset of users before the study. We also checked the adequacy of

this chosen amount with the users in the survey by asking them whether they would

have selected more photos if they could: 45% of them answered yes, the rest no.

This balance means that 20% was a meaningful threshold, neither being to low (the

majority of the users would have answered “yes” in this case) or too high.

8.3.2 Survey and Discussion

After the photo selection step, the users were asked to fill a survey that can be

conceptually split into two parts. The first group of questions refers to the scenario
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Fig. 8.2: Survey results with respect to preservation scenario, preservation target

group, and preservation as a service.

of photo selection process for personal preservation, while the second one looks into

the criteria that were considered during the selection.

Regarding the first group of questions, the users were asked to provide informa-

tion about (a) which scenario they had in mind when selecting the photos; (b) for

whom they are preserving the photos; (c) whether they would be ready to pay, and

for how many years, if preservation was a paid service. The answers to each ques-

tion were posed as multiple choices and are reported in Figure 8.2. The answers

to questions (a) and (b) reveal that the long-term preservation process is centered

around the owner of the photos: more than 70% of the evaluators said that they

thought about own future reminiscence when they selected the photos, and almost

80% indicated themselves as a main consumer of the preservation outcome. Look-

ing at the preservation as a valuable service to be paid (question (c)), the evaluators

were mostly split into two groups: either being ready to pay for many decades (39%)

or needing flexibility to make new preservation decisions every 2-5 years (36%). In

both cases, these answers highlight a clear need for preservation of personal photo

collections.

In the second group of questions, we suggested different photo selection criteria

and asked the users to rate how much each criterion was considered during the

selection. The suggested criteria, which are in line with the insights on “keep” and

“delete” decisions in [426], were rated via star ratings on a scale between 1 and

5 (5 stars mean very important, 1 means not important at all). The criteria along

with statistics about their ratings are reported as box plots in Figure 8.3. Note, that

medians are represented as horizontal bold bars, while sample mean is indicated

with a bold cross. For the sake of clarity, we grouped the criteria into three classes:

“content-based criteria” refer to objective and subjective measures for individual

photos such as quality, typicality (i.e., how suitable it is for serving as an iconic
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Fig. 8.3: Boxplots of the different selection criteria.

summary of the event), the presence of important people in them, whether photos

are generally important, and the evocation of memories; “collection-based criteria”

- here represented by coverage of events - consider a photo in the context of its

collection; “purpose-based criteria”, indicating the importance of different selection

goals (in our case, sharing and preservation).

An important finding of this evaluation is that the objective quality of photos is

rated as the second least important selection criterion, after the sharing intent. This

shows that quality and aesthetics, although being important and used for general-

purpose photo selection [235], are not considered very important in case of selecting

photos for preservation. In contrast, criteria more related to reminiscence, such as

event coverage, typical image, and “the picture evokes (positive) memories” are all

rated high, with highest ratings for memory evocation. The remaining two criteria

“picture is important to me” and picture “shows somebody important” refer to the

personal relationship to the picture and are also both rated high. These results an-

ticipate that the task of predicting photos to be selected for long-term preservation

is likely to be difficult, since many of the criteria that are rated high, e.g., memory

evocation, personal importance and “typical image”, are difficult to assess for a ma-

chine, because they contain a high level of subjectivity. Another complicating fact is

that there is no single dominant selection criterion, but a combination of highly rated

criteria. In these ratings, we can observe differences with respect to the ones given

to the partially overlapping set of criteria reported in [416], where photos on shared

events were used and the selection was not directly related to preservation and rem-

iniscence. In that work, much higher ratings are given to criteria such as quality,

whereas event coverage and importance of depicted persons are rated relatively low
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(although with high variance). Interestingly, photos that capture a memory are also

rated high in this case.

8.3.3 Image Clustering and Human Selections

We analyze the applicability of current selection and summarization approaches

to the scenario of personal photo selection for preservation, highlighting possi-

ble issues that they might face in this situation. The main uncertainties in apply-

ing state-of-the-art methods to our task are (a) that they are developed with other

photo selection scenarios in mind and (b) that they often do not compare the per-

formances of their output with selections done by users. They, for example, iden-

tify sub-sets of photos that provide comprehensive summaries of the initial collec-

tions [340, 372, 397], without checking if the summary meets the user expecta-

tions, or they consider judgments based on more objective criteria such as aesthetics

[235, 435]. Since a wide part of the state-of-the-art methods for photo selection

and summarization considers clustering and/or coverage for generating selections

and summaries (as discussed in Section 8.2.2), we clustered photos by applying

the event-based clustering technique described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.5) and com-

pared the clustering results with the human selections. This analysis is corroborated

by the fact that the event coverage criterion, representable through clustering, has

been identified as important during our study (Section 8.3.2).

In our opinion, one of the main risks of applying clustering to emulate human

selections for long-term preservation is that not all the clusters might be important

for the users. There might be photos from a sub-event that the user either simply

does not like or considers less important than others. We supported this hypothesis

by counting the number of human-selected photos in each cluster identified in our

collections. As to be expected, only for a few clusters (7.3%) all the photos within

the same cluster were selected. However, for a considerable part of the clusters

(43%) no photos were selected at all. Given these statistics, the selection done by

any pure coverage–based method that picks an equal number of photos from each

cluster will contain at least 43% of them that would not have been selected by the

user. Another statistics worth to be mentioned refers to the possibility for cluster–

based selections of picking centroids as representative photos. From our collections,

it resulted that only the 26% of the centroids was actually selected by the users. This

reveals that information about how much a photo is representative of a wider group

is only one of the aspects considered by the users when selecting photos.

Finally, making the assumption that bigger clusters might be more important for

the users (as indicated by the users’ choice to take more photos that capture that part

of the event), we consider the size of the clusters with respect to the number of user-

selected photos that they contain. Figure 8.4 shows the correlation between relative

size of clusters (x axis) and the percentage of selected photos in them (y axis). It is

possible to observe that the selections done by the users result in many clusters with

few selected photos in each, which is coherent with the notion of coverage. However,
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Fig. 8.4: Amount of selected photos in clusters (with respect to the size of selection)

versus relative size of clusters.

what is more interesting is that the size of the cluster seems to be only marginally

correlated with the importance of the cluster (i.e., the number of selected photos it

contains). This is potentially another limitation for all those methods that select an

amount of photos from each cluster proportionally to its size.

8.4 Photo Selection

We present in this section an automatic method [71] to identify, within big personal

collections, those photos that are most important to the user, in order to invest more

effort for keeping them accessible and enjoyable in the future. The availability of

such a method alleviates the problems of “digital forgetting” and “dark archives”,

discussed in Section 8.1, which affect the archival of images and their access, re-

spectively. From one side, preservation effort could be invested only on those photos

that are worth to be preserved for the owner. From the other side, having a reduced

sub set of important photos would make the revisiting and enjoying easier and pleas-

ant for the user. Moreover, to foster adoption, such automated selection method has

to keep the level of user investment low. We do not rely on any additional user invest-

ment such as photo annotation with text [340, 365, 372] or eye tracking information

[416], because we believe it is exactly the reluctance of further investment that lets

large photo collections unattended on our hard disks. To alleviate errors in automat-

ically generated selections as well as accommodate user preferences, our approach
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can be regarded as a semi-automatized procedure, where the user can interact with

it and modify the suggested selections.

When developing methods for semi-automatic photo selection, it is important to

consider human expectations and practices. Photo selection is a complex and par-

tially subjective process, where the selection decision taken for a given image both

affects the decisions for other photos and depends on the ones already selected. For

this reason, many state-of-the-art methods for photo selection and summarization

are driven by the aspect of coverage, which means attempting to create summaries

that resemble the content of the original collection as much as possible. Some of

them perform a two-step process of first clustering the photo collection (for reflect-

ing sub-events in the collection) and subsequently picking the most representative

photos from the clusters [236, 340]. Others [365, 372, 397] consider coverage as

part of a multi-goal optimization, along with the concepts of quality and diversity

within the summary. While coverage surely plays an important role for many photo

selection tasks (see e.g., [416]), we believe that the complex decision making be-

hind the selection of photos from personal collections, characterized by subjectivity

and personal attachment possibly due to memories, might reduce the importance of

coverage. For instance, considering photos taken during a trip, the user might want

to discard the ones depicting boring or joyless moments.

Therefore, we model a multifaceted notion of photo importance driven by user

expectations, which represents what photos users perceive as important and would

have selected. User expectations have been acquired during the study described in

Section 8.3, where participants have been asked to provide their own photo collec-

tions and to select those most important to them for preservation and revisiting. We

present an expectation-oriented method for photo selection, where information at

both photo- and collection-level is considered to predict the importance of photos

(Section 8.4.2). This information consists of: (a) concept detection, to capture the

semantic content of images beyond aesthetic and quality indicators; (b) face detec-

tion, reflecting the importance of the presence of people within photos; (c) near-

duplicate detection, to take the redundancy of many pictures of the same scene as

a signal of importance, and to eliminate very similar ones; (d) quality assessment,

since good quality photos might be preferred in case of comparable photos. This

is complemented by (e) temporal event clustering and, more generally, collection-

level information, to reflect the role of coverage in photo selection. The impact of

the different features is learned through a single model to predict the importance of

each photo. Information regarding the selections performed by the users from their

own collections is explicitly used to train the selection model, so that the predicted

importance of photos represents what the user would have selected. For sake of com-

parison, in Section 8.4.3 we investigate how the expectation-oriented selection can

be combined with more explicit ways of modeling coverage, showing that coverage

plays only a secondary role in this task.

Before delving into the details of the selection method, a general consideration on

the comparison between the features considered in the model and the user study pre-

sented in Section 8.3 has to be done. The aspects that resulted to be important from

the user study, e.g., evocation of positive memories, image typicality, personal im-
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portance of photos, are highly subjective and not directly recognizable by a machine,

especially when only relying on the visual content without any other contextual in-

formation. Given these challenges and constraints imposed by the task, our attempt

to address the insights emerged from the study is threefold: (a) we model event cov-

erage, which resulted to be an important aspect in the user study, through clustering

and the hybrid selection methods described in Section 8.4.3; (b) we employ concept

detection to model more semantic and abstract aspects; (c) we also include image

quality, although perceived as not very important within the user study, for the sake

of comparison with the other features.

8.4.1 Overview

The problem that we tackle in this chapter can be formalized as follows.

Definition 1 Let a photo collection P be a set of N photos, where P= {p1, p2, . . . , pN}.
The photo selection problem is to select a subset S of size θ (S ⊂ P and |S|= θ ),

which is as close as possible to the subset S* that the user would select as the pho-

tos most important to her, i.e., S meets user expectations.

We represent each photo collection as a set C = {P,CL,ND}, where P is the set

of original photos, and CL and ND are sets of clusters and near-duplicate photos

identified in the collection, respectively. A cluster cl ∈CL contains a set of photos

Pcl grouped together with respect to a defined notion of similarity, whereas a near-

duplicate set nd ∈ ND is a set of highly similar photos Pnd . Each photo p ∈ P is

modeled as a set of features p = {q,c,F, t}, where q ∈ R
nq is the quality vector of

the photo, c∈R
nc is the concept vector of the photo, F is the set of faces f appearing

in the photo, t is its timestamp. Each face f = { fl , fs} is described by its location fl

and relative size fs in the photo. For each photo p, we will estimate the importance

value I using the extracted features.

Figure 8.5 depicts the overview of our approach to photo selection. Given a

photo collection, we extract information from the photos it contains by applying

different image processing techniques described in Chapter 3 and in [71], such

as concept detection, image quality assessment, face detection, event clustering,

near-duplicate detection. Our main approach is named expectation-oriented selec-

tion (Section 8.4.2), which learns to generate selections by taking into account user

selections from personal collections as training data. Furthermore, we present three

different hybrid selection methods (coverage-driven, filtered expectation-oriented,

optimization-driven), with the goal of investigating whether our method can be im-

proved by combining it with state-of-the-art methods that explicitly consider cover-

age. The hybrid selection methods will be discussed in detail in Section 8.4.3.
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Fig. 8.5: Approach overview of automatic photo selection.

8.4.2 Expectation-oriented Selection

The photo selection model presented in this section aims at meeting human expec-

tations when selecting photos that are most important to the user from a collection,

for revisiting or preservation purposes. We believe that selecting photos that are

important to a user from personal collections is a different task than generating

comprehensive summaries: the set of images important to the user might not be a

proportioned subsample of the original collection. For this reason, we do not impose

a strict notion of coverage but rather consider clusters and other global information

as a set of features, along with photo-level features, learning their different impact

in a single selection model by mean of supervised Machine Learning.

While we do not employ Deep Learning techniques, they can be used for either

computing new features or replacing the computation of the current ones, still leav-

ing the rest of the approach intact. For instance, image representations learned by

Convolutional Neural Networks (e.g. GoogLeNet [5]) can be used for Concept De-

tection as shown in Section 3.2. This is indeed one of our goals for the next future.

A key characteristic of our features is that they do not require any manual anno-

tation (e.g., tags, textual descriptions, file names) or external knowledge, differently

from other works [340, 353, 365, 372] that make partial use of manually created

text associated to photos. This means that the user does not have to invest time and

effort in preparing the photos before feeding them into our system.

8.4.2.1 Features

Four groups of features have been designed to be used in the photo selection task,

based on the information extracted from photos as presented in Chapter 3 and [71].
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The correspondence between these features and the PV dimensions defined in Chap-

ter 4 is made explicit in their descriptions.

Quality-based Features

They consist of the 5 quality measures, namely blur, contrast, darkness, noise, and

their fused value (weighted pooling using Minkowski metric), which have been ex-

tracted as in [71], following the procedure presented in [281]. They are all numeric

features whose values are between 0 and 1, where 0 represents the best quality and

1 the worst. The assumption behind using this information is that users might tend

to select good quality photos, although their impact seems to be less important in

subjective selections of humans as emerged from previous work [416] and from our

user study (Section 8.3). Nevertheless, quality might probably play a role in case

of near-duplicate images with different quality: the user would pick the best one in

these cases. This family of features corresponds to the quality PV dimension defined

in Chapter 4.

Face-based Features

The presence and position of faces in a picture might be an indicator of impor-

tance and might influence the selection. Some people might prefer photos depicting

persons instead of landscapes, others might like group photos more than single por-

traits. We capture this by considering, for each photo, the number of faces within it

as well as their positions and relative sizes. Faces have been detected through the

approach presented in [71], which combines several face detectors (all incorporat-

ing the Haar-like-feature-based detector by Viola & Jones [413]) to maximize the

number of detected faces. Then, each photo is divided in nine quadrants and the

number of faces and their size in each quadrant are computed, resulting in 19 fea-

tures: two for number and size of faces in each quadrant, plus an aggregated one

representing the total number of faces in the photo. These features, to some extent,

can be associated to the social graph PV dimension defined in Chapter 4, because the

presence of people in a picture could indicate relationships between the appearing

people and the owner of the photo. The notion of who is in a picture, for instance

obtainable via face clustering and tagging, would provide more precise and com-

plex relationships among the owners and the people appearing in their collections.

However, this would also introduce additional effort for the user, who would have

to manually make the system aware of the kind of relationship with respect to any

unknown person found in a new collection.
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Concept-based Features

High-level and semantic information has been thoroughly investigated in the past

years within the scope of digital summarization (e.g., [365, 372]). The semantic

content of photos, which we model in terms of concepts appearing in them, is ex-

pected to be a better indicator than low-level visual features, because it is closer to

what a picture encapsulates. We consider the 346 concepts defined as part of the

TRECVID 2013 benchmarking activity [7] and previously mentioned in Chapter 3,

Section 3.2.3.1. The concept set includes both abstract concepts, such as “joy”, “en-

tertainment”, “greeting”, and more concrete concepts, such as “animal”, “building”,

“mountain”. We trained a Support Vector Machine (SVM) as concept detector for

each of them, using the TRECVID 2013 dataset (described in Chapter 3, Section

3.2.3.1) as training corpus. We used SIFT, SURF, and ORB local descriptors and

their color variants [6] for visual feature extraction. Then, PCA was applied on each

descriptor for reducing their dimensionality to 80 and VLAD encoding [20] was

applied to calculate the final image representation. The applied methodology is de-

scribed in [6] in more detail. Having such detectors available, we associate to each

photo a vector of 346 elements, one for each concept, where the i-th value repre-

sents the probability for the i-th concept to appear in the photo. The correspondence

between this class of features and the PV dimensions is not strict and depends on

which concepts are included in the concept space. Concepts might be related to the

gravity dimension, in case they represent aspects related to the events in the collec-

tion, or to the social graph dimension, in case they represent appearance of people,

groups, or crowds.

Collection-based Features

All the previously mentioned features are extracted from photos in isolation. How-

ever, when users have to identify a subset of important photos, instead of just making

decisions for each photo separately, the characteristics of the collection a photo be-

longs to might influence the overall selection of the subset. For the same reasons,

but moving to a finer granularity, it might be worth considering information about

the cluster a photo belongs to. This family of features is a representative of the cov-

erage PV dimension. For each photo, we consider collection-based features to de-

scribe the collection and, if any, the cluster and near-duplicate set the photo belongs

to. Regarding the whole collection, we consider its size, the number of clusters and

near-duplicate sets in the collection, the number of not near-duplicate photos, the

size of the clusters (avg, std, min, max) in the collection, the size of near-duplicate

sets (avg, std, min, max) in the collection, the quality of the collection (avg, std),

the number of faces in the collection (avg, std, max, min). Regarding clusters, we

first perform event–based clustering by applying the method described in Chapter

3, Section 3.5. Then, given the cluster a given photo belongs to, we compute its

size, its quality (avg, std, max, min), and the number of faces within it (avg). Fi-

nally, since the redundancy introduced by shooting many pictures of the same scene
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Fig. 8.6: Workflow of the importance prediction and photo selection.

can be evidence of its importance for the user, we also extract features regarding

whether the given photo has near-duplicates or not, as well as how many they are.

Near–duplicates are detected by mean of the methodology described in Section 3.4.

Shooting many similar photos of the same scene can be regarded as a form of “in-

vestment”, because the user puts effort in replicating a scene to ensure its availability

and quality.

8.4.2.2 Importance Prediction and Ranking

Given a set of photos pi, their vectors fpi
containing the features presented above,

and their selection labels lpi
(i.e., “selected” or “not selected”) available for training,

a prediction model represented by an SVM is trained to predict the selection prob-

abilities of new unseen photos, i.e., their importance (see Section 8.4.4 for details

regarding the training process). Figure 8.6 shows how the importance prediction and

ranking of photos is performed for new unseen collections. First, feature vectors fp

are constructed based on the information extracted from the collections as described

before and the importance of each unseen photo p is computed as:

Ip = M (fp) (8.1)

which is the probability of the photo to be selected by the user. Second, once the

importance of each photo in the collection has been predicted, they are ranked based

on these values and the top-k are finally selected. The parameter k represents the

requested size of the selection and has to be specified in advance. The choice of k

will be discussed during our evaluation (Section 8.4.4).
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8.4.3 Hybrid Selection

In Section 8.4.2 we have presented an expectation–oriented photo selection model

to explicitly meet selection decisions of humans via Machine Learning. As the eval-

uation will show (Section 8.4.5), our expectation-oriented selection clearly outper-

forms state-of-the-art methods for photo selection based on explicit modeling of

coverage. However, given the wide exploitation of the concept of coverage in many

state-of-the-art methods, we want to better understand its role in photo selection, in

order to see if and in which way our method can be improved by combining it with

explicit consideration of coverage. The notion of coverage resulted to be highly im-

portant from our user study (Section 8.3) as well, which is another motivation for

further investigating its potential contributions and limitations. It is interesting to

note that, despite the participants declared coverage as highly important, the selec-

tions that they made in the study exhibited a poor degree of coverage.

We propose and investigate three ways of combining our importance prediction

model with coverage-oriented photo selection methods, denoted “hybrid selection”

methods and described hereafter. The coverage PV dimension, although kept into

account within the expectation-oriented selection via the collection-based features

(Section 8.4.2.1), becomes more dominant in this new family of selection methods.

While our discussion is centered around the role of coverage, it is worth mentioning

that also the diversity PV dimension is considered within one of the hybrid methods

(described in Section 8.4.3.3).

8.4.3.1 Coverage–driven Selection

The coverage-driven selection is based on the widely used two-step process of first

clustering and subsequently picking photos from the clusters. First, for a given col-

lection C, a set of clusters CLC is computed as described in Chapter 3 (Section

3.5) and the importance I(p) of each photo p ∈ PC is computed according to our

importance prediction model (Equation 8.1). Given the clusters CLC, we use the im-

portance I(p) for each photo p ∈ PC to pick an equal number of top-ranked photos

from each cluster in order to produce the selection S of required size k.

Cluster Visiting

When picking photos from each cluster, there are different possible ways of iterating

over them until the requested size of the selection is reached. After experimenting a

number of alternatives, we identified a round-robin strategy with a greedy selection

at each round as the best performing one. The pseudo-code is listed in Algorithm 2.

Given an initial set of candidate clusters CLcand , the greedy strategy in each step se-

lects the cluster cl∗ containing the photo p∗ with the highest importance, according

to the prediction model M. The photo p∗ is added to the selection S and removed

from its cluster cl∗. The cluster cl∗ is then removed from the set of candidate clus-
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Algorithm 2 Coverage–driven Selection (Greedy)

Input: clusters CL, size k, prediction model M

Output: selection S

Set S = /0

while |S|< k do

Set CLcand =CL

while |CLcand |> 0 do

{cl∗, p∗}= get most important cluster (CLcand ,M)
S = S∪{p∗}
Pcl∗ = Pcl∗ −{p∗}
CLcand =CLcand −{cl∗}
if |cl∗|= 0 then

CL =CL−{cl∗}
end if

end while

end while

return S

ters for this iteration, and the greedy strategy is repeated until the candidate set is

empty. Once it is, all the not empty clusters are considered available again and a new

iteration of the cluster visiting starts. This procedure continues until the requested

selection size k is reached. We also experimented with a regression model to predict

the number of photos to select from each cluster, but it did not lead to satisfactory

results.

Cluster Filtering

The intuition behind cluster filtering is that not all the clusters identified in a collec-

tion are equally important to the user. For instance, considering photos taken during

a trip, there might be some of them depicting exciting moments along with other

more boring situations, which the user might want to discard. We tackle this issue

by proposing a cluster filtering method to automatically predict the clusters that are

not important for the user, in order to ignore them when picking photos from each

cluster. We train a classifier (SVM) to detect and filter out clusters which are not im-

portant to the user. First, each cluster is described with the following features: size,

quality vector (avg, std), average concept vector, number of faces (avg, std, min,

max), number of near-duplicate sets and near-duplicate photos in it, near-duplicate

sets size (avg, std, min, max), photo time (avg, std, min, max), photo importance

(avg, std, min, max). The label associated to a cluster is “good” if it contains at least

one selected photo, “bad” otherwise. Given a training set made of clusters ci, their

corresponding feature vectors fci
, and their classes lci

, an SVM is trained and the

learned model N is used to predict the class L = N (fcnew) of new unseen clusters

cnew. Details regarding the training process are reported in Section 8.4.4.
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Given the clusters CLC in a collection and a classifier trained on a different por-

tion of the dataset, applying cluster filtering removes from CLC all those clusters

that are classified as bad by the classifier. The iteration and picking phase are then

performed only with the remaining “good” clusters.

8.4.3.2 Filtered Expectation–oriented Selection

The coverage-driven selection is characterized by two steps: first clusters are iden-

tified and handled by possibly filtering and sorting them, and then photos in each

cluster are ranked based on their predicted importance. Differently, within the fil-

tered expectation-oriented selection, we give priority to importance prediction. The

photos in a collection are first ranked based on the predicted importance and then

cluster filtering is applied. The result is a ranked list of photos, where those belong-

ing to clusters classified as “bad” have been removed. Note that the second phase

of this paradigm, which contains cluster filtering in our case, can incorporate any

other computation that exploits cluster information. The way photos are selected af-

ter applying cluster filtering is the same as the one described in Section 8.4.2.2: the

selection S of size k is created by choosing the top–k photos in the list.

8.4.3.3 Optimization–driven Selection

Besides applying clustering, another way of explicitly incorporating coverage into a

photo selection process is to consider it as part of a multi-goal optimization problem.

This has been done in [372] to generate representative summaries from personal

photo collections, with the objective of having concise sub-collections that resemble

the original one as much as possible. In more detail, in this work quality, coverage,

and diversity are jointly optimized and the optimal summary S∗ of a requested size

k is defined as:

S∗ = argmax
S⊂PC

F (Qual (S) ,Div(S) ,Cov(S,PC)) (8.2)

where Qual (S) determines the interestingness of the summary S and it aggregates

the “interest” values of the individual photos within S, Div(S) is an aggregated mea-

sure of the diversity of the summary measured as Div(S)=minpi,p j∈S,i 6= j Dist (pi, p j),
and Cov(S,PC) denotes the number of photos in the original collection C that are

represented by the photos in the summary S with respect to a concept space.

We incorporate our expectation-oriented selection within this framework, creat-

ing the optimization–driven selection, by computing the Qual (·) function in Equa-

tion 8.2 based on the importance prediction model (Equation 8.1), that is:

Qual (S) = ∑
p∈S

M (p) (8.3)
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Since part of the concepts in [372] are discrete categorical attributes, associated

to photos using textual information and external knowledge bases not available in

our task, we binarized the elements of our automatically detected concept vector

(which includes the probability that a given concept appears in the photo) by using

a threshold τ such that ci = 1 i f ci > τ , and ci = 0 otherwise. The threshold has been

empirically identified as τ = 0.4 as the value that led to the most meaningful binary

results. The rest of the calculation of the Div(·) and Cov(·) functions in Equation

8.2 is performed as in the original work. In more detail, the distance between two

photos, used to measure the diversity within a summary, is computed based on exif

features, time, and concept vectors (as in the original work, however we use the

automatically extracted concepts), while the coverage of a summary is calculated

based on the number of photos in the original collection that are represented by the

ones within the summary in a concept space (considering binarized concepts vectors

when needed).

Regarding the resolution of Equation 8.2, which is an NP–Hard problem, we ex-

perimented with the different approaches presented in [372] and the best performing

one consisted in combining quality, diversity, and coverage in a linear way:

S∗ = argmax
S⊂PC

[α ·Qual (S)+β ·Div(S)+ γ ·Cov(S,PC)] (8.4)

and performing a greedy optimization, which has proved performance guarantees

(please refer to [372] for further details). We will discuss the values used for the

α,β ,γ parameters in the experimental analysis.

8.4.4 Experimental Setup

8.4.4.1 Dataset

For our experiments we use personal photo collections with importance judgments

given by the owners of the collections as dataset. These can be photos from business

trips, vacations, ceremonies, or other personal events a person participated in. We

decided to focus on personal collections because we wanted to observe the personal

photo selection decisions in a setting that is as realistic as possible. This gives us a

ground truth for assessing user expectations.

Given the unavailability of such a dataset of real-word personal collections, with

selections done by the owners based on their perceived importance, we considered

the data collected during the user study previously described in Section 8.3. As a

short reminder, participants were asked to provide their personal photo collections

and to select the 20% that they perceive as the most important for revisiting or

preservation purposes. The selection percentage (20%) was empirically identified

as a reasonable amount of representative photos, after discussing this matter with a

subset of participants before the study. In order to make the evaluation results more

statistically significant, we expanded the originally collected dataset (Section 8.3.1)
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by repeating the same evaluation procedure with other participants and photo collec-

tions. Such extended dataset consists in 18,147 photos organized in 91 collections

and belonging to 42 users. The collection sizes range between 100 and 625 photos,

with an average of 199.4 (SD = 101.03).

Near-duplicates have been detected and filtered by considering the centroid of

each set as representative photo, as done in [79]. For sets containing two photos, the

one with better quality is chosen as representative. Similarly to [360], each repre-

sentative is marked as selected if at least one photo in its set has been marked as

selected, and marked as not selected otherwise.

8.4.4.2 Evaluation Metrics

Since the overall goal of our work is emulating the human behaviors in selecting the

subsets of photos from a personal collection, we compare the automatic selections

generated by our methods with the ones done by the users.

The selection methods presented in this chapter can generate a selection S of size

k from the original collection, where k can assume different values. We evaluate the

different methods considering the precision P@k of the selection S of size k that they

produce, computed as the ratio between number of photos in S that were originally

selected by the user and the size of S. Since the collections in our dataset have high

size variability (from 100 to 625 photos), absolute values of k, although traditionally

used in Information Retrieval tasks, would result in selecting very different relative

portions of the collections depending on their sizes. This makes the impact of the

selection different among collections. We, therefore, decided to express k as a per-

centage of the collection size, instead of an absolute value. In particular, we compute

the precision for k = 5%,10%,15%,20%, which are indicated as P@5%, P@10%,

P@15%, P@20%, respectively. We concentrate the discussion on P@20%, because

our ground truth was gathered by asking users to select the 20% of their collec-

tions. We will also give comments about the recall of the selections generated by

the different methods.

The 91 collections in our dataset have been split by 10-fold cross validation (used

for training and evaluating the classifiers) and all the values reported in the rest of

this section are averaged over the test sets of each split. Statistical significance tests

were performed using a two-tailed paired t-test and significant improvements are

marked as N and △ (with p < 0.01 and p < 0.05, respectively). If not stated other-

wise, the significance outcome reported in the tables always refers to the compar-

isons with both the baselines described in Section 8.4.4.4.
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8.4.4.3 Parameter Settings

The classifiers employed in this chapter for importance prediction and cluster fil-

tering, built using the SVM implementation of LibSVM1, have Radial Basis Func-

tions as Kernels and their hyper-parameters are the following. The ones of the SVM

used within the expectation-oriented method for importance prediction are C = 1.0,

γ = 1.0, while the SVM used for cluster filtering has parameters C = 3.0, γ = 1.5.

All of them were tuned by grid search and 10-fold cross validation.

8.4.4.4 Baselines

We compare our method with two baselines, one based on clustering and one repre-

senting the optimization framework presented in [372].

Clustering

Similarly to what was described at the beginning of Section 8.4.3.1, for a given

collection C, a set of clusters CLC is computed. The selection is built by iterating

the clusters, temporally sorted, in a round–robin fashion and picking at each round

the most important photo from the current cluster (until the requested selection size

is reached). Instead of using our expectation-based model, the importance of each

photo p ∈ PC is modeled as

I (p) = α ·
∥

∥qp

∥

∥+(1−α) ·dim(Fp) (8.5)

which is a weighted sum of the quality vector of the photo and the number of faces

in it. This notion of image importance covers different works in the literature, for

instance [236, 340]. We experimented with different values of the parameter α ,

identifying the best value as α = 0.3, which gives more importance to the number

of faces in the photos. We report the performances obtained with this parameter

value in our evaluation.

Summary Optimization

We implemented the approach presented in [372] as another baseline, where sum-

maries are generated by optimizing quality, coverage, and diversity as in Equation

8.2. It differs from the hybrid method described in Section 8.4.3.3 in how photo

importance is modeled, as here the expectation-oriented model is not considered.

Instead, the quality of summaries is computed by summing the “interest” of photos

in it, defined as a measure dependent on photo quality and presence of portraits,

groups, and panoramas. We computed the interest of photos as in the original work,

1 http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/libsvm/
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using the concepts “face”, “3 or more people”, and “landscape” available in our

concept set to represent portraits, groups, and panoramas, respectively. Also the

diversity and coverage of summaries are computed coherently with their original

computation, as already described in 8.4.3.3. Assigning equal weights to the α,β ,γ
parameters gave us the best results, thus we will report the performances for only

this setup in the following evaluation, denoting it SummOpt.

8.4.5 Results

The discussion of the results is organized as follows. First, we show the perfor-

mances of our expectation-oriented selection with respect to the baselines, dis-

cussing the impact of different features subsets in the selection (Section 8.4.5.1).

We also analyze the correlation between single features and selections in Section

8.4.5.2. Second, we present the results of the hybrid selection methods and we

compare them both with the baselines (Section 8.4.5.3) and with the expectation-

oriented selection (Section 8.4.5.4). Third, we make a general comparison of the

methods based on recall performances (Section 8.4.5.5).

Besides providing the numeric performances, we discuss and compare the dom-

inant criteria behind each method, and we map such analysis to the PV dimensions

introduced in Chapter 4. These considerations are summarized in Section 8.4.5.6.

8.4.5.1 Expectation–oriented Selection

This section presents the evaluation of our expectation-oriented selection with re-

spect to the two baselines defined in Section 8.4.4.4. Different importance prediction

models have been trained by using the subsets of the features described in Section

8.4.2.1, so that the impact of different groups of features on the precision can be

analyzed. Since each group is linked to part of the PV dimensions (Chapter 4), our

analysis provides insights about the importance of the dimensions in the context of

personal photo selection for preservation.

To reduce the dimensionality of the concepts features, consisting of 346 numer-

ical values, we performed feature selection based on Information Gain [145] and

we kept the top–160 features for training. The amount of 160 features has been em-

pirically identified as a compromise between simplicity and expressiveness of the

model. We did not apply any feature selection on quality and faces features because

their dimensionality is small.

The results for different selection sizes (k) are listed in Table 8.1. The two base-

lines exhibit comparable performances, with SummOpt performing slightly better

for all considered values of k (5%, 10%, 15%, 20%). Regarding our model, qual-

ity features are the ones that perform weakest individually, which has already been

observed for other photo selection tasks [416]. This corroborates the idea that low

quality photos might be kept anyway because they contain and recall memories and
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Table 8.1: Precision of the expectation-oriented selection, distinguishing different

sets of features.

P@5% P@10% P@15% P@20%

Baselines

Clustering 0.3741 0.3600 0.3436 0.3358

SummOpt 0.3858 0.3843 0.3687 0.3478

Expectation-oriented Selection

quality 0.3431 0.3261 0.3204 0.3168

faces 0.4506N 0.3968N 0.3836△ 0.3747△

concepts 0.5464N 0.4599N 0.4257N 0.4117N

photo-level 0.5482N 0.4760N 0.4434N 0.4266N

all (Expo) 0.7124N 0.5500N 0.4895N 0.4652N

events important to the user. Faces features alone already show better performances

than the baselines: the presence, number, and position of people in photos, largely

used as one selection criterion in other works, is indeed a meaningful indicator of

importance. The performance achieved when only using concepts features is better

than the ones of quality and faces: they are able to capture the semantic content of

the photos, going beyond their superficial aesthetic and quality. Examples of con-

cepts with a high importance in the model are “person”, “joy”, “entertainment”, and

“crowd”. The model trained with the combination of all the aforementioned fea-

tures, denoted photo-level because the features are extracted from each picture in

isolation, slightly improves the performance of using concept features alone. This

indicates that leveraging quality and faces features in addition to semantic measures,

such as concepts, can ameliorate the overall performance.

If we include global features for each photo representing information about the

collection, the cluster, and the near–duplicate set the photo belongs to, we get a

comprehensive set of features, which we call all. Similarly to the case of concepts

features, we performed feature selection based on Information Gain on the whole

set of all features and we retained the top–200 features for training. Again, the set

size has been empirically identified as a compromise between simplicity and expres-

siveness of the model. The precision of the selection for this global model further

increases for every selection size: this suggests that decisions for single photos are

not taken in isolation but they are also driven by considering general characteristics

of the collection the photo belongs to: e.g., number of photos, clusters, average qual-

ity of photos in the collection and in the same cluster, how many duplicates for the

photo there are. This is a point of distinction with respect to state-of-the-art methods

(represented by the two baselines), because our selection approach does not strictly

handle collection-level information by imposing clustering (Clustering) or optimiz-

ing measures like coverage and diversity along with photo importance only based

on quality and presence of people (SummOpt). It rather takes this global informa-

tion in consideration in a flexible way through a set of features, whose impact to the
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Table 8.2: Top-30 features ranked by Information Gain with respect to the class.

Info Gain Feature Name Info Gain Feature Name

0.10836 ND of photos 0.01561 Avg aggr. quality in collection

0.02569 Images without ND in collection 0.01538 Std ND set size

0.02258 Min darkness in cluster † 0.01523 Min ND set size

0.02251 Std aggr. quality in collection 0.01469 Std faces in collection

0.02240 Norm of concepts in collection 0.01440 Concept “person”

0.02189 Count of faces in photo 0.01414 Count of faces in cluster†

0.02177 Avg size of ND sets in collection 0.01321 Std aggr. quality in cluster†

0.02144 Avg contrast in cluster† 0.01306 Concept “dresses”

0.02009 Max cluster size in collection 0.01291 Concept “joy”

0.01863 Avg contrast in collection 0.01273 Avg blur in cluster†

0.01760 Count of central faces in photo 0.01147 Avg blur in collection

0.01732 Avg count of faces in collection 0.00952 Concept “two people”

0.01610 Min clusters size 0.00889 Concept “entertainment”

0.01609 ND sets in collection 0.00873 Contrast of photo

0.01565 Size of central faces in photo 0.00826 Concept “girl”

selection is learned from user selections and expectations. The expectation-oriented

model using all the available features (named Expo in the rest of the evaluation)

leads to a relative improvement of 38.5% and 33.75% over Clustering and SummOpt

respectively, considering P@20%, and even higher improvements when considering

smaller values of k (90.4% and 84.6% for P@5%).

The P@20% metric is of primary importance because we asked users to select

exactly 20% of their collections during the data acquisition. However, another point

of discussion is the trend of precision performances over different values of k: all

the models reach higher precision values for smaller selection sizes. This can be

due to the presence of a limited number of selected photos that are relatively easy to

identify for the methods, which give them highest selection probability.

Summarizing, modeling different promising aspects in terms of features and flex-

ibly combining them through Machine Learning leads (except when using qual-

ity information alone) to consistent and statistically significant improvements over

state-of-the-art summarization and selection methods.

8.4.5.2 Feature Analysis

For sake of completeness, in Table 8.2 we report the top–30 features ranked based

on the Information Gain with respect to the class (i.e., user selections). Despite the

presence of similar and redundant features, the table still provides an overview of

the features that are correlated to the class the most. The symbol † for features

related to clusters means that the cluster containing the input photo is considered.

For instance, given an input photo, the feature “Min darkness in cluster” represents

the minimum darkness over all the images within the cluster the input photo belongs

to. The first-ranked feature, whose Information Gain value is significantly higher
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than the ones of the other features, represents the number of near-duplicates that the

input photo has. This reveals that the redundancy introduced by taking many shoots

of the same scene is a strong signal of importance for that scene. Besides this feature,

the other ones in the table have much smaller and similar Information Gain values.

Many other high-ranked features are computed considering global information from

clusters and collections, which confirms what already discussed: the decisions taken

for single photos implicitly take into account general characteristics of the collection

the photo belongs to. Features computed based on faces are also important, namely

the total number of faces in the picture and the number and size of faces in the center

of the photo. Quality is mostly considered in relation to collections and clusters (i.e.,

quality statistics with respect to the whole collection or a given cluster). A relatively

low number of features represent concepts, which is somewhat counter intuitive if

compared with the selection results of the concepts features reported in Table 8.1.

Nevertheless, the high performance values, if compared to those of quality and faces

features, might be due to the combination of many concept features, although they

are not all top-ranked.

8.4.5.3 Hybrid Selection

This section discusses the precision of the hybrid selection methods presented in

Section 8.4.3 with respect to the baselines, along with a comparative analysis be-

tween the different hybrid selection methods. The results are listed in Table 8.3,

where they have been split based on the three different classes of hybrid selection

described in Section 8.4.3. For coverage-driven selection, we report results of differ-

ent combinations: basic refers to the coverage–driven selection which only uses our

importance prediction model defined in Section 8.4.2.2 as photo importance mea-

sure, picking photos in a round-robin fashion from clusters temporally ordered; the

term filtered means the use of cluster filtering, while the presence of the term greedy

indicates the use of the greedy visiting strategy. The filtered expectation-oriented

selection is denoted F-Expo.

For the optimization-driven method, we experimented with the different opti-

mization methods described in [372] after introducing our importance prediction

model in place of the original importance measure used in that work (Qual (·)). We

found out that the best performing method was still the greedy optimization of a

linear cost functional combining importance, diversity, and coverage (Equation 8.4)

but with a parameter combination that gives more importance to the quality of the

photos (0.6 Qual, 0.3 Cov, 0.1 Div). We consider the results of this setup in the fol-

lowing evaluation. This difference in weights with respect to the SummOpt baseline

already anticipates that our expectation-based measure of importance has a bigger

impact in the performances than the native quality measure defined in [372]. The

method will be referred to as SummOpt++.

The results in Table 8.3 show that all hybrid methods outperform the baselines,

with statistical significance, showing that the inclusion of the importance prediction

model to assess photo importance has a strong impact compared to the baselines
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Table 8.3: Precision of the hybrid selection methods.

P@5% P@10% P@15% P@20%

Baselines

Clustering 0.3741 0.3600 0.3436 0.3358

SummOpt 0.3858 0.3843 0.3687 0.3478

Coverage-driven Selection

basic 0.4732N 0.4113N 0.3902△ 0.3809△

filtered 0.5351N 0.4617N 0.4325N 0.4170N

filtered+greedy 0.6271N 0.4835N 0.4391N 0.4262N

F-Expo 0.7065N 0.5502N 0.4863N 0.4600N

SummOpt++ 0.7115N 0.5533N 0.4937N 0.4708N

Expo 0.7124N 0.5500N 0.4895N 0.4652N

Filtering with Oracle

greedy+oracle 0.6499N 0.5107N 0.4665N 0.4484N

F-Expo+oracle 0.7150N 0.5606N 0.4982N 0.4753N

methods, which model photo importance with simple functions of quality and peo-

ple occurrence. Similarly to the performances of the expectation-oriented models,

both the absolute precision values and the improvements with respect to the base-

lines increase for decreasing k.

Focusing on the coverage-driven selection, the results in Table 8.3 also show that

cluster filtering increments the precision of the basic approach of an amount be-

tween 9.48% (P@20%) and 13.1% (P@10%). The greedy visiting strategy leads to

improvements as well. Statistical significance tests revealed that the improvements

introduced by filtered and filtered+greedy are statistically significant.

Comparing the results of the different hybrid selection methods, F-Expo and

SummOpt++ achieve better precision performances than the coverage-driven meth-

ods, and a t-test confirms that these improvements are statistically significant. This

shows that the measure of photo importance modeled by our importance prediction

has a bigger impact in the precision of the selection than coverage, and those meth-

ods that strictly model it through clustering (coverage-driven selection) get a smaller

benefit when incorporating the expectation-oriented model. On the other side, meth-

ods that either give priority to expectations (F-Expo) or consider expectations, cov-

erage, and global information in a flexible way via optimization (SummOpt++) can

better exploit the expectation-oriented model.

8.4.5.4 Expectation vs. Hybrid Analysis

In this section we make a comparative analysis between the expectation-oriented

selection model exploiting all the available features (Expo), and the hybrid selec-

tion models. Considering Table 8.3, we can observe that the performances of Expo
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are better or comparable with the ones of the hybrid-selection models. In partic-

ular, the improvements of Expo with respect to the coverage-driven methods are

statistically significant. The only improvements over Expo (which anyway are not

statistically significant) are obtained when considering methods that prioritize ex-

pectations (F-Expo) or possess a relaxed consideration of coverage and global in-

formation in general (SummOpt++). These results further support our assumption

that, for the photo selection task involving personal data, a strong consideration of

coverage overstresses this aspect as a selection criterion. Instead, the users might not

follow a strict idea of coverage when making selections, generating selections that

are not as proportioned samples of the original collections as purely coverage-based

methods would suggest. Only for the methods with a more flexible consideration of

coverage the performances are similar to the pure expectation-oriented method.

Cluster filtering is an attempt to eliminate clusters uninteresting to the user, and in

order to further alleviate this aspect we conducted experiments considering only im-

portant clusters, i.e., those ones containing at least one selected photo. This is done

by assuming to have a perfect classifier, i.e., an “oracle”, to filter out not impor-

tant clusters and to focus the hybrid selection strategies only on the important ones.

Although getting improvements compared to filtered+greedy and F-Expo, the per-

formances when using such oracle, reported in the bottom part of Table 8.3, did not

lead to consistent and statistically significant improvements with respect to Expo.

Greedy+oracle does not beat Expo, while F-Expo+oracle only introduces a limited

and not statistically significant improvement. These results show that the aspect that

mostly drives user selections and expectations is the personal perception of impor-

tance, although this can produce unbalanced selections which are not representative

of the original collection. Another problem related to clustering, even considering

the important ones, might be the decision of how many photos to pick from each of

them.

8.4.5.5 Recall-based Analysis

We make a comparative analysis of the different method based on recall. The mo-

tivation of considering recall is that a user might accept to increase the size of the

automatically created selection in order to include more important photos than the

ones included when remaining strict to the ideal size of 20% (considered during

the user study). In Table 8.4 we show the recalls of the best performing methods

from each selection class, computed for different selection sizes. Note that R@20%

always coincides with P@20%, since users were asked to select 20% of their col-

lections. The results are coherent with the analysis already done for the precision:

both the expectation-based model and the hybrid-selection methods outperform the

baselines, and the former is overall better then or comparable to the latter class.

Only methods that prioritize user selections (filtered expectation-based) or consider

expectations, coverage, and global information in a flexible way via optimization

(optimization-driven selection) can reach slightly higher recall values than the one

of the expectation-based model. In the future, this consideration could be the start-
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Table 8.4: Recall of different selection methods.

R@20% R@30% R@50% R@75%

Clustering 0.3358 0.4555 0.7000 0.9231

SummOpt 0.3478 0.4354 0.6884 0.9253

Expo 0.4652N 0.5310N 0.7356△ 0.9310

filtered+greedy 0.4262N 0.5129△ 0.7232 0.9231

Filtered Expo 0.4600N 0.5361N 0.7433△ 0.9275

SummOpt++ 0.4708N 0.5408N 0.7405△ 0.9315

ing point for a photo selection method that maximizes recall, or at least considers it

in the learning model along with precision-based criteria.

8.4.5.6 Features and Preservation Value Dimensions

We now summarize the main insights obtained from this work, linking the results

of the photo selection methods to the high-level dimensions of the PV introduced in

Chapter 4.

From the results reported in Section 8.4.5.1, quality features are the ones that

perform worst, revealing that the quality PV dimension is not of primary impor-

tance for preservation in personal scenarios. As an example, one might want to keep

a photo because it evokes memories of the time when we took the photo, despite

its low quality. The faces class of features alone, although performing better than

quality features, was not as a good indicator as expected from its common usage in

photo summarization and selection. The introduction of face clustering and tagging,

to know who is actually appearing in the photos and what the relationship with the

collection owner is, might probably help make the social graph dimension more im-

portant. However, this would also require a certain investment of the user in tagging

and annotating, as well as the awareness of social relationships, which are both not

assumed to be available in the considered scenario.

Since a wide part of the state-of-the-art methods for photo selection and sum-

marization [79, 340, 365, 372] considers clustering and, more generally, coverage

as primary criterion for generating selections and summaries, we applied selection

methods based on temporal clustering and on summary optimization to our sce-

nario. These high expectations on the coverage dimension were not confirmed by

the experimental results. We observed that emphasizing coverage, either strictly by

selecting photos fairly from each cluster or more flexibly via summary optimization,

did not yield significant improvements over the pure expectation-oriented selection,

which incorporates global information in a more relaxed way through a set of fea-

tures. The only positive result related to coverage is the high correlation between

the presence of near-duplicates and selection decisions (Table 8.2), which shows

that people tend to shoot many similar photos of what they like the most and is most
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important to them. However, this fact is more related to the concepts of redundancy

and investment than coverage. In our opinion, one of the main pitfalls of stressing

coverage to emulate human selections from personal collections for preservation is

that not all the clusters are usually equally important for the users. There might be

photos from a sub-event that the user either simply does not like or considers less

important than others. The optimal parameter values identified for the optimization-

driven selection (Section 8.4.3.3), jointly considering importance, coverage, and di-

versity, showed that also the diversity dimension had a low impact in the selection.

While being widely considered for photo summarization, diversity resulted to have

only a marginal role in emulating user selections for preservation.

8.4.6 Personalization

Although the expectation-oriented method presented in Section 8.4.2 has been

proved to be more effective in meeting user expectations than state-of-the-art ap-

proaches based on coverage, it applies the learned selection model for any user and

collection. Nevertheless, the photo selection process (especially for personal data)

can be highly subjective and the factors that drive the selection can vary from in-

dividual to individual [321, 360, 435]. General selection models, although capable

of representing common selection patterns (e.g., photos depicting people might be

usually appreciated), might be improved by considering the preferences of each sin-

gle user separately and derive personalized models for them. Some users might be

particularly interested in photos depicting many people, while others might prefer

pictures with landscapes or buildings. Besides variations in the set of appreciated

concepts, also selection aspects that are ignored by some people might become

more important for others. It is therefore worth spending some thoughts on how

personalized selection models that adapt to the preferences of different users could

be developed. To this aim, we have performed a preliminary study in [147] to inves-

tigate how personalized models can be derived from the photo selection approach

described in Section 8.4.2, denoted “general model” hereafter. We highlight the ap-

plied methodology and its findings in the rest of this section.

8.4.6.1 Methodology

A recurrent matter in Machine Learning is continuously managing new data, so that

the existing model can be updated to accommodate new information and to adapt

to it. Two common approaches for updating the model to new incoming data are

Online Learning [47], where the model is updated only considering the new data,

and Incremental Learning [66], where the model update considers the old training

data along with the incoming data. We considered the latter strategy and re-train the

model each time new data (i.e., selection decisions) was provided by the user be-

cause, in our scenario, the updated model has to be aware of the entire data available,
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Fig. 8.7: Overview of the personalization of the general photo selection model.

not just of the most recent one. Although efficient and effective incremental versions

of off-line learning algorithms exist (e.g., [66]), we performed the model update by

including the new data in the training set and re-train the model from scratch. We

implemented such more straightforward but functionally equivalent approach be-

cause our scenario does not impose strict temporal constraints for the model update,

thus making the efficiency benefit of incremental versions of secondary importance.

The time taken by a user to produce a new collection (e.g., after a trip or vacation)

can be considered sufficient to re-train the model with the whole available data.

Should the temporal constraints of the envisioned scenario become stricter, the in-

cremental version of the employed algorithm could be plugged in without changing

the functionalities of the whole application.

The personalization workflow is summarized in Figure 8.7, which emulates the

application of the personalized model in real-world settings. The personalized photo

selection models, one for each given user, are built by re-training the model every

time that a new collection is imported and the automatic selection done by the cur-

rent selection model is revised by the user. The annotated photo collections available

to train the general model are first pre-processed through image processing tech-

niques and features are extracted from them, in the same way as described before in

this chapter. For each new collection provided by the user, a first selection is made

by the trained general model as described in Section 8.4.2.2 and the selected photos

are displayed to the user, who gives feedback revising the automatically generated

selection. The training dataset is then expanded by adding the feedback data and the

general model is retrained with the updated training dataset. Iterating this process,

it is expected that the gap between user expectations and model’s selections gets

lower, due to the adaptation of the model towards the selection preferences of the

user. This workflow represents the envisioned behavior once the whole system has
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been finalized and released to the end user. However, in order to easily repeat eval-

uations when designing and implementing the model, we collected the data from

each user once for all, i.e., users evaluated all the collections from scratch without

revising any automatically generated selection. Although we are aware that the se-

lections done by the user starting from an automatically generated selection might

differ from those done when selecting photos from scratch, repeating the evaluation

multiple times when designing the system would have been unfeasible for the users.

Moreover, acquiring evaluations done from scratch is unbiased from the initial se-

lection proposed automatically.

Usually, the adaptation of a system within the initial rounds of user interactions

is affected by the so called “cold-start problem”: there is not enough (or even not

at all) training data to let the model adapt to the user. This holds in our scenario as

well, where the selection model might not make proper predictions due to the lack of

annotated collections in the initial training set. We considered two ways of building

the initial training set. One consists in using one annotated collection of the given

user as initial training set. The other is based on using annotated collections from

other users to train the initial selection model, hopefully boosting the adaptation of

the model to a given user when a limited amount of personal training data is avail-

able. The latter approach is based on the assumption that, despite the subjectivity of

the task, common selection patterns exist and could be captured through a sample

of selections done by other users.

8.4.6.2 Findings

We used the dataset already described in Section 8.4.4 as basis of our experiments.

In order to assess personalization performances, we consider users who contributed

at least 5 collections as test users. Among the overall 91 photo collections, there are

11 users who provided at least 5 collections (10 users contributed 5 collections, 1

user contributed 6 collections) which result in 56 collections totally. Afterward, the

original dataset is split into two parts: one part contains 35 collections from 31 users,

whereby each user provided at most 2 collections, which is named general dataset;

another part contains 56 collections from 11 users, whereby each user provided at

least 5 collections, which is called personalized dataset.

Given the aforementioned general distinction between general and personalized

dataset, we evaluate the performances of the model update over different rounds of

adaptation. The personalized dataset is split based on users where each one owns 5

collections (one user owns 6). At each iteration k, for each user with N collections,

k collections are added to the initial training set to learn the personalized model of

the user, and N− k collections are used for testing. We considered three ways of

building training sets. In the stand-alone procedure the initial model is trained with

one random collection of the user, and the model update is incrementally done con-

sidering the remaining collections of the same user. In this case we are considering

each test user in isolation, ignoring any data from others. The collaborative strategy

fills the initial training set with all the collections within the general dataset. This
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case represents the situation where, in absence of large amount of annotated per-

sonal data for training, annotated collections of other users are used to alleviate the

cold-start problem. The user–agnostic method, similarly to the collaborative case,

uses the general dataset as initial training set. However, at each iteration, instead

of including collections of the user under consideration, we add randomly selected

collections from the other test users. This case is motivated by the assumption that,

if one collection, which is not from the user that we are considering, is included in

the training set at each iteration, then the adaptation performances should be smaller

than including collections that are from the user that we are considering. This would

highlight the importance of incorporating selection information of the user in the

training set when making selections for new collections of the same user.

We observed from the experiments that the precision of both stand-alone and col-

laborative increases at each iteration, i.e., with the increase of the number of user’s

collections considered for training the model. This suggests that having a selection

model partially aware of the user preferences (by exploiting a certain amount of the

selection behavior in the training phase) can improve the precision of new unseen

collections of the same user. The precision of collaborative was higher than the

one of stand-alone, especially at the first iterations, showing that the selection data

from other users can alleviate the cold-start problem. We also measured the relative

gain obtained by each strategy between any two consecutive iterations. The gain

of stand-alone at each iteration resulted to be higher than the one of collaborative,

because the initial model was weaker (due to the limited training set) and the in-

clusion of new training collections had a higher impact on the learning. Comparing

user-agnostic and collaborative, the former exhibited an almost null or even nega-

tive gain over iterations, while the latter led to a bigger and increasing performance

gain at every iteration. This demonstrated that the increase of performance at each

iteration was due to the inclusion of a new collection of the same user in the training

set and not simply caused by expanding the training set at each iteration, since in

this case the gain of user-agnostic should have been higher as well.

As a conclusion, this evaluation led to promising results, showing that (a) in-

cluding new annotated collections for the same user when training the model can

benefit the selections on new unseen collections of the same user, and (b) exploiting

annotated collections from other users as initial training data can boost the system

performances in cold-start scenarios. It is important to clarify that the standard devi-

ation observed in these experiments was relatively high. This can be due to a mixture

of aspects, such as a limited size of test set (both in terms of users and iterations) and

intrinsic changes of difficulty among collections of the same user. For this reason,

although a promising user adaptation emerged from this study, the inclusion of an

extended amount of users, collections, and iterations would help make the results

more evident and statistically significant.
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8.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we considered the problem of keeping personal photo collections

enjoyable over time. Given the explosion in the production of digital photos within

the recent years and the common practice of merely dumping such data on cheap

storage devices or using storage services, the stored photo collections are rarely

accessed and revisited afterward. To some extent, their content tends to be forgotten

because the big collection size makes their revisiting a fatiguing process.

As a remedy, we proposed a selective approach to long-term data management

that aims at identifying what is most important to the user and investing in the

longevity and enrichment of this content, in order to make the future revisiting more

enjoyable and less tedious. The development of such automated method was pre-

ceded by a user study, to lay the foundations of the task and better understand its

challenges.

The user study was centered around a photo selection task where 35 participants

contributed their own collections, from which they selected the photos most impor-

tant to them, namely the ones that they would like to preserve for future revisit-

ing. One important outcome was that many hidden and subjective criteria (memory

evocation, personal importance, photo typicality) were rated high, anticipating the

difficulty of automatizing the selection task. Moreover, the more objective criterion

of photo quality was rated as less important. Another aspect emerged as important

was coverage, which means that the set of selected pictures should fairly represent

the content of the original collection. Although this was stated by the participants,

their selections exhibited a poor degree of coverage.

Afterward, we presented an expectation-oriented method for photo selection ex-

ploiting an extensive set of photo- and collection-level features, to estimate the long-

term photo importance based on user expectations. The evidence of user expecta-

tions has been derived from the personal data provided during the user study and has

been used to train the selection model. The goal of this method is supporting users

in selecting the most important photos for creating an enjoyable sub-collection of

a personal collection for preservation and revisiting purposes. Since a wide part of

state-of-the-art methods is driven by the concept of coverage, which resulted to be

highly rated in our user study as well, we also investigated how to combine the

expectation-oriented selection with more explicit modelings of coverage. Experi-

ments with real world photo collections showed that (a) our method outperforms

such state-of-the-art works when considering human selections as evaluation crite-

rion and (b) comparable results to our method can be achieved only when coverage

is not considered as a primary selection aspect.
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